The reference of choice for students, staff, faculty, and library patrons

ITPro™ is an on-demand collection from Books24x7® offering thousands of premium books, documents and more in a fully searchable, Web-based environment. This academic and professional information tool is packed with recent, relevant, best-in-class technical reference materials from industry’s foremost publishers, including John Wiley & Sons, Apress, McGraw-Hill, MIT Press, Intel Press, Wrox Press, Cengage Course PTR, and many others.

Access to the full text of thousands of titles

For over 10 years ITPro has supported organizations in finding trusted information “anywhere, anytime”. Users can search, browse and view every word, graphic, code example and table from thousands of titles covering hundreds of technology topics, enabling them to:

- Prepare for the latest certification exam objectives
- Create standout Web pages and robust, scalable Web applications
- Perform statistical methods, data-driven analytics and modeling
- Network, troubleshoot and configure secure routers, clients and servers
- Obtain guidance, tips and workarounds on various programs and tools
- Implement networking protocols and develop real-world applications
- Apply best-practice principles for successful software management
- Understand software testing techniques, processes and models
- Build and maintain a data warehouse that integrates seamlessly with e-business requirements

“By using Books24x7 Collections, we can provide our members with the latest technology books at a fraction of traditional acquisition costs.”

WARREN HOLDER
University of Toronto Libraries
Better Informed Decisions

Expert resources spanning the spectrum of technology topics
ITPro provides full access to authoritative technology content arming patrons with solid fundamentals, clear explanations, and comprehensive coverage on such subjects as C++, Java, object-oriented programming, algorithms, computer networks, cryptography, parallel and distributed computing, and much more. Texts are presented from several perspectives and in various instructional formats to best serve diverse learning styles. Patrons have access to the broadest and deepest information repository possible, ensuring that they are able to maximize learning and find the answers they need when they need them.

- Programming Languages
- Certification & Compliance
- Web Programming & Development
- Software Engineering
- Enterprise Computing
- Graphic Design & Multimedia
- Hardware
- IBM Technologies
- Networks & Protocols
- Operating Systems
- Oracle Technologies
- Business & Culture
- Security
- Desktop & Office Applications
- Telecommunications
- Databases

Value Added Benefits

New Title Notifications
Users are notified of new content added weekly by "New Title Notification" e-mail alerts that can be personalized to provide information on only the topics they are interested in.

Code Listings
Code segments within ITPro titles are fully searchable for any variable, expression, statement, and more, allowing users to immediately apply results and efficiently develop applications.

Easy Deployment
Provide access within your library, across your campus or remotely as part of your distant learning program.

MARC Records
Subscriptions also include MARC records, so patrons have one-click access from your online catalog.